
Basic Game Mechanics for TADA Car Wars

This guide is meant to introduce the game mechanics of car wars, not to provide a comprehensive
set of rules.  Consult the Cars Wars Compendium 2nd edition (Steve Jackson Games, 1996), the
TADA Core Rules or the Roadmaster for more detailed explanations.

1.0
Basics
Each turn is one second of real time.  The turn is divided into 5 phases.  Movement and shooting
in a single phase occur simultaneously.  A character can shoot only once per turn, but they can
choose in which of the 5 phases to shoot.  TADA uses number of phases remaining to refer to
each phase to facilitate calculation of speed in each phase (see 2.1.2).  Thus the first phase is
phase 5, then 4, 3, 2 and 1.

1.1
Order of Play

1.1.1
Turn Order

• Resolve On-Fire rolls.
• Change counters for burning items.
• Recover Handling.
• Declare New Speeds.
• Begin phase-by-phase movement and shooting.

1.1.2
Phase Order

• Determine which cars are moving in the phase.
• Determine the order that cars will move.

 Faster cars move before slower ones (based on speed, not on moves in the phase).
• Before performing a maneuver, reduce handling and check that the car is still safe.  If it is

not, roll for control before completing the maneuver.
• Move and maneuver.  Separate spent white and blue chips from movement remaining in

the turn.
• Shoot at target(s).  Since all actions (movement and shooting) occur at the same time, let

the Roadmaster know when a car has a line of fire and is shooting.  Distance
measurements (when it matters) should be made when the shot was fired even if firing is
resolved after movement is completed.

1.2
Poker Chips
White: 10 mph each
Blue: 2.5 mph each
Black: Positive Handling Class
Red: Negative Handling Class

1.3
Counters
The Roadmaster will give out various counters to represent the results of crash rolls and damage
from incendiary weapons and to indicate vehicles that are stationary.



2.0
Autodueling consists of managing speed and control of the vehicle(s) while trying to destroy or
render inoperable other cars.

2.1
Speed:
Speed is measured in miles per hour and is represented by white and blue poker chips.
White=10mph and blue=2.5mph.  Top speed and acceleration, as well as special modifications that
can alter both, are noted on the car sheet.  The speed of each car is declared at the beginning of
the turn. Deceleration is normally 10 mph/s, but some cars are equipped with heavy-duty breaks.
Some maneuvers and loss of control (and certainly collisions) can decrease a car’s speed during
the turn, but otherwise speed stays the same until the next turn.

2.1.1
Movement:
How much a car will move in a turn depends on its speed.  For simplicity, the movement rules
used by TADA differ from standard Car Wars rules with regard to the allocation of movement to
each phase.  For every 10 mph of speed, the car will move one 3-inch move.  At 1/60 scale, this
represents 15 feet per second, approximately 10 mph.  Using TADA-modified rules, to determine
in which phase movement occurs, consider all movement that must take place in the turn.
Assign each 3-inch movement to a phase by starting with the last phase and adding moves to
earlier phases.  A car moving 10 mph will only move in the last phase, while a car going 20 mpg
will move once each in the last and second-last phases.  Portions of a full move are completed in
the last phase (if a car is going 25 mph it moves a full move in the second-last phase and 1.5
moves (4.5 inches) in the last phase.

2.1.2
TADA’s Fraction of Movement Remaining Method for Movement
A simple and practical way to calculate movement in each phase (as per 2.1.1) is to divide the
number of remaining 3”-moves by the number of phases remaining.  Roadmasters may refer to
phases as ‘fifths’, ‘fourths’, ‘thirds’ etc.  Using poker chips to represent speed, a player can quickly
calculate a car’s movement in the current phase by counting the number of unplayed white chips,
and dividing by the number of phases remaining.  Ignoring the remainder, the car moves that
many moves in the phase.  All blue chips are played in the last phase.
Example:  A car is moving at 85 mph (eight white chips and two blue).  In the ‘fifths’ phase, divide
8 by 5 to get 1 (R3/5).  Ignoring the 3/5, make one move in the first phase.  Now, with 4 phases
remaining, and 7 white chips remaining, the care again makes one move (7/4 = 1 R3/4).  In the
next phase, with 3 phases remaining and 6 white chips left, the car now moves 2 moves (6/3 = 2).
In the next phase it moves 2 again.  In the last phase the car will move all its remaining
movement (2 moves and 1 half move).

5: 1
4: 1
3: 2
2: 2
1: 2.5
    8.5 X 3” = 25.5”

2.2
Control:
A car’s base handling class (HC) can be found on the car sheet.  It is represented by black and red
poker chips, black for positive and red for negative.  For every maneuver a car performs, subtract
its difficulty (D) from the base HC.  The difficulty of maneuvers is cumulative, but cars partially



recover control:  A car recovers the amount of its base handling class at the beginning of each
turn.  If a car with HC:3 makes two 3D bends, its handling drops to –3.  When the car recovers, it
goes back to 0 and begins subtracting maneuver difficulty in the new turn from there.  Consult
the Control Table to determine what HC levels are safe at each speed.  If a car’s HC is below the
‘safe’ limit for its speed, there is a chance the car will crash.  On 1d6, roll the number (or higher)
at the top of the table to avoid crashing.  If a car fails their control roll, the Roadmaster will direct
players to roll 2d6 on the Crash Table to determine the severity of the crash.  It is important to
calculate post-maneuver handling status and to roll for control before completing the
maneuver, as direction of travel before the intended maneuver is important in the event of a
failed control roll (i.e.: if a car skids, the car moves partly in the intended [changed]
direction, but also partly in the original direction)

2.2.1
Maneuvers
Maneuvers are performed in combination with movement.  A car cannot maneuver in a phase in
which it does not move.  For all maneuvers, the magnitude (angles for bends, distance for drifts)
is the maximum in a range for the difficulty.  A car can always bend or drift less, but must take
the full handling penalty.  The most common maneuvers (bends and drifts) are performed using
the Turning Key.

2.2.1.1
Bends
To perform a bend, position the Turning Key so that the car is aligned with the edge segment that
is ‘behind’ the desired bend.  Move the car along the Key to the next segment.  Align the back of
the car with the ‘start’ or rearmost part of each edge segment to ensure that the car travels one
full move as it performs the maneuver.  Each edge segment is 3 inches, or one move.  The
difficulty (D) of a bend is 1 for every 15 degrees, and is indicated on the turning key.

2.2.1.2
Drifts
To shift a car to the right or left without changing the direction it is facing, perform a drift.  A 1D
drift moves the car 3/4” to the right or left, while moving 1 move forward.  A 3D drift shifts the
car 1.5” sideways with the same movement forward.  Using the Turning Key, align the car with
the straight movement edge.  Move the car forward and sideways in a single motion and align it
with the 3/4” or 1.5” marks on the Key.

2.2.1.3
Other Maneuvers
In addition to the standard maneuvers outlined above, several advanced maneuvers are possible.
Consult the Core Rules or the Roadmaster for details and difficulty.

• Swerve: drift in one direction and bend in the other in a single move.
• Controlled Skid: Perform bend or swerve and declare skid.  In the next move, movement is

divided between a skid in the direction prior to the bend and the new direction.
• T-Stop: Turn 90 degrees and stop.
• Bootlegger Reverse: Turn 180 degrees and stop.

2.2.2
Hazards:
Hazards affect handling the same way as maneuvers.  Driving over debris or dropped weapons
and getting shot are common hazards.  The Roadmaster will indicate the severity of the road
hazards.  See 3.1 for the hazard due to enemy fire.



2.3
Shooting
Each driver or gunner can shoot once per turn.  Activating some types of non-weapon equipment
(like nitrous) counts as a shooting action.  Consult the car sheet for the capabilities of weapons.
When shooting, declare the target and weapon (side of Station Wagon with the Vulcan Machine
gun) and mark appropriate ammunition as spent.  The to-hit number is the number above which
to roll on 2d6 to hit the target.  The roll needed is modified by distance, type of target (tires,
pedestrians, buildings), by relative speed and the difficulty of maneuvers performed in the
shooting phase.  If the weapon hits, roll the damage.  Roll hit and damage separately for each
weapon when firing linked weapons.

2.3.1
Line of Fire
The be able to shoot at any object, the target must be in the line of fire.  Since movement and
firing occur simultaneously, a weapon can fire at a target if it had a line of fire at any time during
movement in the phase.  Most weapons used by TADA are either ‘fixed’ or in turrets.  Fixed
weapons have no arc of fire, so a target must be in a direct line from the weapon during the phase
to receive fire.  Cars may need to perform maneuvers (bend) to have line of fire during a phase.
The difficulty of the maneuver is added to the hit roll.  Turrets can rotate 360 degrees, and so
can fire at any target that isn’t blocked by another object.

2.3.2
Other Weapons Effects
Burst effect: Burst effect weapons do additional damage within 6” to pedestrians
Area effect: Some weapons can sprays targets within 3” of each other.  Roll each target separately
and give half damage to each successful hit.
Grenades:
Targeting for grenades is different from other weapons.  The to-hit roll will determine how far
from the target the grenade will detonate.  Only a natural twelve will be a direct hit.  Damage from
grenades and the radius of its effect depends on type.

3.0
Getting Shot
If a car is hit by a weapon, the armour on the side that was hit takes damage.  Plastic armour is
reduced by the amount of the hit.  Metal armor prevents damage below its value from entering
the vehicle and is only reduced by one for each six rolled by the shooter on the damage dice (five
or six with burst effect weapons).  Damage that penetrates the armour hits components inside
the vehicle.  Which components are hit depends on the car design and on which side was hit.  The
order of components is:

From Front:  Front armour → front firing weapon(s) (determine randomly if more than one)→
front motor → crew compartment (driver or gunner) → cargo → back motor → back firing
weapon(s) (random roll) → back armour.
From Side: Side armour → crew (driver or gunner), cargo, or motor (random roll) → other side
armour.
From Top: Top armour → turret weapons → crew (driver or gunner), cargo or motor (random
roll) → underbody armour

Reverse the order for hits to back and underbody.

3.1
Getting shot is also a hazard.  1 to 5 points of damage is a D1, 6 to 9 is a D2 and 10 or more is D3.


